


6.NS.C.6.b Write, Interpret and Explain Rational Numbers

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): August-September Days: 6 Go Math: Modules 1 and 3

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.NS.C.6.b Write, interpret and explain rational numbers. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6.NS.C.6.b

Locate a rational number as a point on the
number line. Write, interpret and explain the
problems of ordering rational numbers.

● The student will locate rational numbers on a horizontal number line.
● The student will locate rational numbers on a vertical number line.

Supporting
Standards

6.NS.C.5
Use positive and negative numbers to
represent quantities.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.NS.C.6.a

Locate a rational number as a point on the
number line. Locate rational numbers on a
horizontal or vertical number line.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.NS.C.6.c

Locate a rational number as a point on the
number line. Understand that a number and its
opposite (additive inverse) are located on
opposite sides of zero on the number line.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.NS.C.7

Understand that the absolute value of a
rational number is its distance from 0 on the
number line.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items



6.NS.C.6.b Write, Interpret and Explain Rational Numbers
Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard 6.NS.C.6.b

Limits on decimal numbers to the thousandths.
Limit the denominator to ≤ ±100, and benchmark fractions.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves

Teaching Suggestions:
● Relate absolute value to distance.

Supporting
Standards

6.NS.C.5

6.NS.C.6.a
Limit decimal numbers to the thousandths.
Limit the denominator to ≤ ±10.

6.NS.C.6.c
This must include a number line.
The item should not require that the student define additive inverse.

6.NS.C.7 No operations other than a negative sign may be inside the absolute value bars.

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
absolute value opposites integers negative numbers positive numbers

sea level equivalent intervals elevation rational numbers convert

origin quadrants coordinate plane

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale



6.NS.C.6.b Write, Interpret and Explain Rational Numbers
Bell Ringers

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go
beyond what was taught. For example, the student may:

● Apply critical thinking to extend relationships between
rational numbers in a real-world situation.

● An office worker is on the fourth floor of a building, 60 feet above the
ground floor. A custodial worker is on one of the underground floors,
30 feet below ground level. Write an integer that represents the
custodial worker’s position relative to the office worker’s position.
Which worker is farther from the ground floor? Explain your reasoning.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal
(complex ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Apply and extend previous understandings of numbers
to the system of rational numbers.

● Order  rational numbers   from   least   to   greatest. 1 , 2 , -3,0, |− 4| , 4.5,-1

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details
and processes.
The student will:

● Recognize and recall specific reading vocabulary:
positive numbers, negative numbers, opposites, integers, absolute
value. sea level, equivalent intervals, elevation

● Write   an   integer   that   represents   the   situation. You drop 6 feet
down a slide. ________

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of
the 3.0 content.



6.NS.B.4.b Use Factors and Multiples

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): September Days: 9 Go Math: Module 2

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.NS.B.4.b Use Factors and Multiples Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard 6.NS.B.4.b

Find common factors and multiples. Use the distributive property to
express a sum of two whole numbers with a common factor as a
multiple of a sum of two whole numbers.

● The student will use the distributive property to decompose a sum of two
whole numbers using a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole
numbers.

Supporting
Standards

6.NS.B.4.a Find common factors and multiples. Find the greatest common factor
(GCF) and the least common multiple (LCM).

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6.NS.B.4.b

Limited to whole numbers to one to one hundred.
Limited to the sum of two whole numbers.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves

Teaching Suggestions:
● Be sure to teach multiples and factors together
● Ladder Method (Prime Factorization)

Supporting
Standards 6.NS.B.4.a GCF of three whole numbers that is limited to less than or equal to one hundred.

LCM of three whole numbers that is limited to less than or equal to twelve.

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans



6.NS.B.4.b Use Factors and Multiples
Key Vocabulary
factor expression multiple factoring distributive property

GCF LCM equivalent

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers



6.NS.B.4.b Use Factors and Multiples

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what
was taught. For example, the student may:

● Work backwards from a given solution to determine which numbers are
being used in critical thinking events.

● The GCF of two given numbers is 4 and the LCM of
those numbers is 60. What are the two numbers?

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas
and processes).
The student will:

● Find the greatest common factor (GCF) and least common multiple (LCM).

● Notebooks  are sold in packages of 5, and folders
are sold in packages of 2. What is the least number
of packages of notebooks and packages of folders
you can buy so that there is one folder for each
notebook with none left over?

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0,

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will:

● identify GCF and LCM if two given numbers. ● Find the LCM of 2 and 7.

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.



6.NS.A.1.a Dividing fractions by fractions

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): September Days: 9 Go Math: Module 4

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.NS.A.1.a Dividing fractions by fractions. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard 6.NS.A.1.a Compute and interpret quotients of positive fractions. Solve problems

involving division of fractions by fractions.

● The student will compute quotients of fractions divided by fractions.
● The student will interpret quotients of fractions divided by fractions.
● The student will solve word problems involving division of fractions by

fractions using visual representations.

Supporting
Standards

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6.NS.A.1.a

Fractions can be greater than one.
Limit the denominator values to less than or equal to one hundred.

Assessment Directions:
● Do not count answers wrong if left as improper fractions (must be simplified)
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves

Teaching Suggestions:
● Include Whole Brain Teaching gestures and anchor chart
● Teach students to leave answers as improper fractions or mixed numbers but much be in simplest form
● Students are able to utilize a basic-function calculator (blue classroom set) but must show their work
● Modeling - focus on mixed numbers with matching denominators, the text goes much more indepth

Supporting
Standards



6.NS.A.1.a Dividing fractions by fractions

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
reciprocal fraction mixed number quotient numerator

denominator simplify reduce lowest terms

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers



6.NS.A.1.a Dividing fractions by fractions
Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond
what was taught. For example, the student may:

● Apply knowledge of the division process involving fractions, and
logical thinking skills to solve a real-world problem.

● How long is a rectangular prism with a width of 3⁄4 in., a
height of 1⁄2 in. and a volume of 9/16 in3?
V=l w h

Show your work in the space below. Circle and label your final
answer.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex
ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Compute and interpret quotients of positive fractions

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and
processes.
The student will:
Recognize and recall specific reading vocabulary:
reciprocal, fractions, mixed numbers, quotient, simplify, reduce, lowest
terms, numerator, denominator

Simplifying improper fractions
Reducing fractions to simplest form
Multiplying fractions and mixed numbers

● Simplify the improper fraction. 8/4

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0
content.



6.NS.B.3 Operations with Decimals

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): October Days: 11 Go Math: Module 5

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.NS.B.3 Operations with Decimals Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6.NS.B.3
Demonstrate fluency with addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division of decimals.

● The student will use multiple representations to model real-world and
mathematical problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division of decimals.

● The student will critique the reasoning of others, identifying errors and alternate
approaches to solving problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division of decimals.

● The student will decontextualize and contextualize problems and solutions to
explain his or her reasoning involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division of decimals.

● The student will identify and explain patterns and the structure of the problems
with specific focus on the properties of mathematics when solving problems
involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of decimals.

● The student will communicate his or her reasoning precisely to problems
involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of decimals.

Supporting
Standards 6.NS.B.2

Demonstrate fluency with division of multi-digit
whole numbers.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items



6.NS.B.3 Operations with Decimals
Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard 6.NS.B.3

Limited to the thousandths place with division.
Multiplication can be an “x”, “dot” or the use of grouping symbols.
Fluency refers to accuracy and efficiency and does not equate to memorization.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Students may not use calculators

Teaching Suggestions:
● Use blank questions in the Unit Planning Guide to teach cloze reading skills. (CUBES)
● Teach students, when calculating problems with money, they should use two decimal places.
● For example - Post test (Question 6) students must round to the whole number.  Focus on rounding appropriately
● Students must be able to model and solve problems using decimals.
● Teach 5.2 FIRST (Adding and Subtracting Decimals) this is a REVIEW

Supporting
Standards

6.NS.B.2

Divisor is limited to three digits.
Dividend is limited to six digits.
Quotients are rational.
Fluency refers to accuracy and efficiency and does not equate to memorization.

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
decimal denominator divide divisor dividend

fraction bar multiply numerator operation product

quotient rational number Symbol whole number



6.NS.B.3 Operations with Decimals

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond
what was taught. For example, the student may:

● Apply decimal operations and critical thinking skills to solve real
world situations.

● A walkway was built using identical concrete
bricks. The walkway is 12 bricks long  by 8 bricks
wide.  The width is 5.5 inches, The length is 2.75
inches. How much longer in inches is the length
of the walkway than the width?

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex
ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Perform all four decimal operations to solve real world problems.

● Billy buys 5.3 pounds of apples for a price of
$1.50 per pound. What is the total cost of his
apples?

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and
processes.
The student will:

● Recognize that when performing addition and subtraction decimal
operations they must align the decimal.

● 12.65 - 0.9723



6.NS.B.3 Operations with Decimals

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0
content.



Unit 5 6.RP.A.3.a Solve problems involving ratios and rates.

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): October-November Days: 15 Go Math: Module 6 and 7

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.RP.A.3.a Solve problems involving ratios and rates. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6.RP.A.3.a

Solve problems involving ratios and rates. Create
tables of equivalent ratios, find missing values in
the tables and plot the pairs of values on the
Cartesian coordinate plane.

● The student will be able to create a table of equivalent ratios.
● The student will be able to find missing values in tables.
● The student will be able to plot the pairs of values from a table on the Cartesian

coordinate plane.

Supporting
Standards

6.RP.A.1
Understand a ratio as a comparison of two
quantities and represent these comparisons.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.RP.A.2
Understand the concept of a unit rate associated
with a ratio, and describe the meaning of unit rate.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.RP.A.3.b
Solve problems involving ratios and rates. Solve
unit rate problems.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard 6.RP.A.3.a

Students will be able to compute ratios/unit rates problems with whole numbers.
The numerator is limited to positive rational numbers and the denominator is limited to natural numbers.
All table values must be proportional.
Limited to the first quadrant on the Cartesian coordinate plane.
Assessment Directions:

● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Students may use calculators

Teaching Suggestions:
● Clarify meaning of three different forms of ratios (1:3, ⅓, 1 to 3)
● Teach students to add a total column on their ratio tables
● Emphasize vocabulary (per, unit rate, ratio)
● Teach five parts of a graph via WBT/anchor charts as requirement for test
● Reinforce how to choose which item is a better buy (cheaper)



Unit 5 6.RP.A.3.a Solve problems involving ratios and rates.

Supporting
Standards

6.RP.A.1
Students will be able to compute ratios with whole numbers.
The values of a and b will be limited to whole numbers.

6.RP.A.2

Students will be able to compute unit rates with positive rational numbers.
The value of a is limited to positive rational numbers. The value of b is limited to natural numbers.
The concept of division of integers is not a 6th grade standard and has not been introduced.

6.RP.A.3.b
Students will be able to compute ratios/unit rates problems with whole numbers.
The numerator is limited to positive rational numbers and the denominator is limited to natural numbers.

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
ration equivalent ratio rate unit rate equivalent rate

ratio table

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2 DFA 3
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what was
taught. For example, the student may:



Unit 5 6.RP.A.3.a Solve problems involving ratios and rates.
● Apply ratio and rate reasoning when combined with another skill. ● In a class of 20 students, 40% are

boys.Twenty-fi ve percent of the boys
and 50% of the girls
wear glasses. How many students wear
glasses?

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas and
processes).
The student will:

● Solve problems involving ratios and rates.

● Given two rates (e.g., $/lbs., miles per
gallon) determine which situation
minimizes the cost.

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will:

● Recognize and recall specific reading vocabulary:
ratio, equivalent ratio, conversion factor, rate, unit rate, equivalent rate, percent, ratio
table, customary system, metric system

● Write a unit rate for the situation.
320 feet  in 4 seconds

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.



6.RP.A.3.c-d-Solve percent problems and convert measurement units.

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): November Days: 11 Go Math: Modules 7 and 8

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.RP.A.3.c-d
Solve percent problems and convert
measurement units. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6.RP.A.3.c
Solve problems involving ratios and rates. Solve
percent problems.

● The student will calculate a percent of a quantity as a rate per one hundred.
● The student will calculate a quantity when given a percent.
● The student will solve problems by finding the whole given a part.
● The student will solve problems by finding the part given the whole.

6.RP.A.3.d

Solve problems involving ratios and rates.
Convert measurement units within and between
two systems of measurement.

● The student will convert measurement units within two systems of measurement
while solving problems.

● The student will convert measurement units between two systems of
measurement while solving problems.

Supporting
Standards

6.NS.C.8

Extend prior knowledge to generate equivalent
representations of rational numbers between
fractions, decimals and percentages (limited to
terminating decimals and/or benchmark fractions
of 1/3 and 2/3).

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items
Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6.RP.A.3.c

Can be over 100% or less 1%, limited to whole numbers except for the benchmark fractions.
These could all include real world situations.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves

Teaching Suggestions:
● Students need a conversion sheet that is in the drive
● Use the triangle method
● Use “Is over Of equals Percent over 100”
● Students must simplify fractions when converting (fractions, decimals, percents)
● Students need to convert measurements between similar figures between measurement systems
● Review circle graphs and the idea that a graph is out of 100%



6.RP.A.3.c-d-Solve percent problems and convert measurement units.

6.RP.A.3.d

Limited to exclude cubic and squared units.
Limit decimal values to thousandths.
No temperature conversions without embedded formulas
Unit rate conversions should be embedded in the problem when converting between two systems.

Supporting
Standards 6.NS.C.8 Limited to terminating decimals up to thousandths place.

Fractions that will result in a repeating decimal must be limited to one third or two thirds.

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
equivalent ratios factor rate ratio unit

unit rate conversion factor proportion scale scale drawing

decimal equivalent fractions denominator fraction mixed number

numerator simplest form equivalent decimals model percent

proportional reasoning

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers



6.RP.A.3.c-d-Solve percent problems and convert measurement units.
Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what
was taught. For example, the student may:

● Apply ratio reasoning with percentages to real world applications.

● A bottle contains 20 fluid ounces of
lotion and sells for $5.80. The
20-fluid-ounce bottle contains 125% of
the lotion in the next smallest size,
which sells for $5.12. Which is the
better buy? Explain.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas and
processes).
The student will:

● Solve problems involving percentages and converting measurements.

● How many pounds are there in 1230
milligrams?

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will:

● solve percent problems and conversions problems using benchmark value

● What percent of the shape is not
shaded?

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.



6.EEI.A.2.d Write and Evaluate Algebraic Expressions

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): November-December Days: 15 Go Math: Modules 8 & 9

Standards

Report Card
Topic 6.EE1.A.2.b,d

Write and evaluate algebraic
expressions. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6.EEI.A.2.b

Create and evaluate expressions
involving variables and whole number
exponents. Evaluate expressions at
specific values of the variables.

● The student will evaluate expressions by substituting specific values for the
given variables.

6.EEI.A.2.d

Create and evaluate expressions
involving variables and whole number
exponents. Write and evaluate algebraic
expressions.

● The student will write algebraic expressions to represent quantities in real-world
and mathematical problems.

● The students will evaluate algebraic expressions.

Supporting
Standards

6.EEI.A.2.a

Create and evaluate expressions
involving variables and whole number
exponents. Identify parts of an
expression using mathematical
terminology.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.EEI.A.2.c

Create and evaluate expressions
involving variables and whole number
exponents. Evaluate non-negative
rational number expressions.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.EEI.A.2.e

Create and evaluate expressions
involving variables and whole number
exponents. Understand the meaning of
the variable in the context of the
situation.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.EEI.A.3

Identify and generate equivalent
algebraic expressions using
mathematical properties.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items



6.EEI.A.2.d Write and Evaluate Algebraic Expressions
Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6.EEI.A.2.b

● Limited to whole number exponents up to the third power.
● Limit substituted values to positive rational numbers.
● Limit decimals to the thousandths place.
● Problems may include expressions that arise from formulas used in real-world situations.

6.EEI.A.2.d

Limited to Positive rational numbers.
Limited to no more than two operations when writing expressions.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Students may use calculators

Teaching Suggestions:
● Teach vocabulary via WBT with anchor charts, use the unit planner and utilize some of the example questions
● Teach expressions do not contain (=, <,>,≤,≥)
● Stress that the fraction bar is division
● Students MUST show ALL work to follow order of operations
● Students must understand how to use exponents
● Teach students what the variable represents

We will trade and grade this unit because it is our SLO.

Supporting
Standards

6.EEI.A.2.a

6.EEI.A.2.c

Limited to whole number exponents up to the third power.
Correct answers should not be found by working left to right.
Limited to no more than five operations.

6.EEI.A.2.e

6.EEI.A.3
Limited to Positive rational numbers.
The distributive property should be limited to multiplication over addition. Note: 6NS.B4b

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans



6.EEI.A.2.d Write and Evaluate Algebraic Expressions
Key Vocabulary
base/power/exponent power exponent variable square

cube perfect square evaluate numerical expression algebraic expression

order of operation factor equivalent coefficient constant

like terms distributive property

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what
was taught. For example, the student may:

● Create a real-world situation to explain a given expression.

● Create  a word problem for the
following expression:

○ 7(6 − 2) +  50
3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas and
processes).
The student will:

● Read, write, and evaluate expressions involving variables and whole number
exponents.

Dried strawberries are the astronauts’ favorite
space food. There are x dried strawberries in
the large packs and y strawberries in the small
packs. If there were 140 large packets and 40
small packs to begin with and they ate 25 large
packs and 14 small packs, how many
strawberries did they eat altogether?

a) Write an expression that can be used
to solve this problem.

b) Evaluate the expression if x = 6 and



6.EEI.A.2.d Write and Evaluate Algebraic Expressions
c) y = 4. How many strawberries did they

eat altogether?
2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.

Score
2.0,

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will:

● Simplify the expression.

1a+ 3b + 7a  - 6

,1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.



6.EEI.B Write and Solve Equations and Inequalities

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): January Days: 14 Go Math: Module 11

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.EEI.B Write and solve equations and inequalities. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard 6.EEI.B.6

Write and solve equations using variables to
represent quantities, and understand the
meaning of the variable in the context of the
situation.

● The student will solve equations using variables.
● The student will write equations containing one variable to represent quantities.
● The student will understand the meaning of the variable in the context of the

situation.
● The student will understand the solution in terms of the context of the problem

including those without a solution.

6.EEI.B.7
Solve one-step linear equations in one variable
involving non-negative rational numbers.

● The student will solve one-step linear equations in one variable involving
non-negative rational numbers for real-world and mathematical problems.

Supporting
Standards

6.EEI.B.4

Use substitution to determine whether a given
number in a specified set makes a one-variable
equation or inequality true.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.EEI.A.1
Describe the difference between an expression
and an equation.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.EEI.B.5

Understand that if any solutions exist, the
solution set for an equation or inequality consists
of values that make the equation or inequality
true.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.EEI.B.8.a

Recognize that inequalities may have infinitely
many solutions. Write an inequality of the form x
> c, x < c, x ≥ c, or x ≤ c to represent a constraint
or condition.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.EEI.B.8.b

Recognize that inequalities may have infinitely
many solutions. Graph the solution set of an
inequality.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items



6.EEI.B Write and Solve Equations and Inequalities

Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6.EEI.B.6

Limited to positive rational numbers.
Limited to one-step equations.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Must show inverse operations on
● Must show the substitution of the inequality with a number line (show the # graphing, two #s on either side)
● Must show the inverse operation
● Must embed variable within equations

Teaching Suggestions:
● Teach students to use  inverse operations when solving one-variable equations
● Teach students to show the substitution of the inequality with a number line
● When writing equations, the variable must be embedded in the equation; cannot state variable=
● When giving students inequalities to graph, only give variables on the left
● Make sure to supplement multiple inequality questions

6.EEI.B.7

Supporting
Standards

6.EEI.B.4 Limited to positive rational numbers and fractions with a denominator that is a factor of one hundred.

6.EEI.A.1

6.EEI.B.5 Limited to positive rational numbers.

6.EEI.B.8.a
The student’s response to the inequality may be reversed. (e.g., x<c or c >x)
The value of c will represent a rational number.

6.EEI.B.8.b

The student’s response to the inequality can be reversed, but must be graphed correctly (e.g., x<c or c >x)
Limit when given the inequality the variable must be on the left.
This may involve real-world or mathematical problems.



6.EEI.B Write and Solve Equations and Inequalities
Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
equation inequality graph solution solution set

independent variable dependent variable inverse operations sum difference

quotient product greater than less than greater than or equal to

less than or equal to (see
chart on textbook p. 326)

balance equations

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2 DFA 3
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond
what was taught. For example, the student may:

● Use equations and inequalities to solve real world problems.

● A rectangular closet has an area of
11 1⁄4 square feet. The length of the
room is 3 1⁄2 feet. What is the
width, in feet, of the room?  (Area = l x
w)

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex
ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Reason about and solve one-variable equations and inequalities

● 5.5z = 33
● 4 + m=10



6.EEI.B Write and Solve Equations and Inequalities

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and
processes.
The student will: Recognize and recall specific reading vocabulary: equation,
inequality, graph, solution, solution set, independent variable, dependent
variable, inverse operations, sum, difference, quotient, product, greater than,
less than, greater than or equal to, less than or equal to

● 2 times a number is greater than n

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0
content.



6.EEI.C.9.b Identify and Describe Relationships Between Two Variables

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): January-February Days: 9 Go Math: Module 12

Standards

Report Card
Topic 6.EEI.C.9.b

Identify and describe relationships
between two variables. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6.EEI.C.9.a

Identify and describe relationships between two
variables that change in relationship to one another.
Write an equation to express one quantity, the
dependent variable, in terms of the other quantity,
the independent variable.

● The student will write an equation to express one quantity, the dependent
variable, in terms of the other quantity, the independent variable.

● The students will understand that one variable is dependent upon the other.
● The student will understand that “in terms of” indicates where the variables are

located in the equation.

6.EEI.C.9.b

Identify and describe relationships between two
variables that change in relationship to one another.
Analyze the relationship between the dependent and
independent variables using graphs, tables and
equations and relate these representations to each
other.

● The student will analyze the relationship between the dependent and
independent variables using graphs.

○ When given a dependent value, determine the independent value and
vice versa.

○ Determine if the graph is increasing or decreasing.
● The student will analyze the relationship between the dependent and

independent variables using tables.
○ The student will compare an input to an output
○ The student will determine what operations and numbers were used to

complete the table.
○ The student will use a rule to complete the table.

● The student will analyze the relationship between the dependent and
independent variables using equations.

○ The student will recognize the rule using a variable for either the
independent or dependent variable.

● The student will compare these representations to each other.

Supporting
Standards

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items



6.EEI.C.9.b Identify and Describe Relationships Between Two Variables
Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6.EEI.C.9.a Limited to two-variables with one operation.

6.EEI.C.9.b

Limited to positive rational numbers.
Limit the graphs to the first quadrant.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Students may use calculators

Teaching Suggestions:
● Teach students when explaining the relationship between the independent and dependent variables, they are stating the (Rule/

expressing y in terms of x)

Supporting
Standards

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
coordinate plane ordered pair x-axis y-axis independent variable

dependent variable origin labels ratio table linear

axes x-coordinate y-coordinate

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers



6.EEI.C.9.b Identify and Describe Relationships Between Two Variables

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
4.0 In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond

what was taught. For example, the student may:
● Create a graph or table and identify the relationship.

● A large pizza at The  Pizzeria costs $7.80
plus $0.80 for each topping. The cost of a
large cheese pizza at Guy’s  Pizza is $8.30
plus $0.65 for each topping. How many
toppings need to be added to a large cheese
pizza from The Pizzeria and Guy’s Pizza in
order for the pizzas to cost the same, not
including tax?

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
3.0 The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex

ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Identify and describe relationships between two variables that
change in relationship to one another. Analyze the relationship
between the dependent and independent variables using graphs,
tables and equations and relate these representations to each
other.

● Susan is putting up one of her paintings in
her living room. Suppose there was a grid
on the wall where each unit measured a
foot. The upper-left corner of the frame is at
the point (1,9) and the upper-right corner at
(7,9). The bottom-left corner is at (1,2) and
the bottom-right corner at (7,2). Plot the
four corners of the frame.What is the width
of the painting plus frame?

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
2.0 The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and

processes.
The student will:

● Using a graph, determine if it is increasing or decreasing.

● Label the quadrants in the boxes provided.

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0
content.



6.GM.A.3.C Cartesian Coordinate Plane

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): February Days: 11 Go Math: Module 12.1 and 14

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.GM.A.3.c
Find distances between points with the same first
coordinate or the same second coordinate. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6.GM.A.3.c

Solve problems by graphing points in all four
quadrants of the Cartesian coordinate plane. Find
distances between points with the same first
coordinate or the same second coordinate.

● The student will find the distance between two points with the same x value and
different y values (vertical line) using coordinates and absolute value.

● The student will find the distance between two points with the same y value and
different x values (horizontal line) using coordinates and absolute value.

Supporting
Standards

6.GM.A.3.a

Solve problems by graphing points in all four
quadrants of the Cartesian coordinate plane.
Understand signs of numbers in ordered pairs as
indicating locations in quadrants of the Cartesian
coordinate plane.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.GM.A.3.b

Solve problems by graphing points in all four
quadrants of the Cartesian coordinate plane.
Recognize that when two ordered pairs differ only by
signs, the locations of the points are related by
reflections across one or both axes.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

6.GM.A.3.d

Solve problems by graphing points in all four
quadrants of the Cartesian coordinate plane.
Construct polygons in the Cartesian coordinate
plane.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard 6.GM.A.3.c

Limited to integers and benchmark fractions.
May or may not include a coordinate grid.
Ordered pairs should fall on the intersections of the coordinate grid lines.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves



6.GM.A.3.C Cartesian Coordinate Plane
Teaching Suggestions:

● Teach students when reflecting across an axis, the (+,-) sign stays the same based on the reflected axis.
● Teach students to use absolute value to find the distance between a set of ordered pairs.

Supporting
Standards

6.GM.A.3.a

Limited to integers and benchmark fractions.
If an item includes a graph, ordered pairs should fall on the intersections of the coordinate grid lines.
If variables are needed x should be used for the independent variable and y should be used for the dependent variable.

6.GM.A.3.b

Limited to integers and benchmark fractions.
Include a Cartesian coordinate plane.
If an item includes a graph, ordered pairs should fall on the intersections of the coordinate grid lines.

6.GM.A.3.d Ordered pairs should fall on the intersections of the coordinate grid lines.

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
coordinate plane integer origin quadrant y-axis

graph Ordered pair Positive number x-axis x-coordinate

y-coordinate Plot Quadrant I,II,III, IV

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers



6.GM.A.3.C Cartesian Coordinate Plane

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what was
taught. For example, the student may:

● Find distance between points and convert
3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.

Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas
and processes).
The student will:

● Solve problems by graphing points in all four quadrants of the Cartesian
coordinate plane. Find distances between points with the same first
coordinate or the same second coordinate.

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and
processes.
The student will:

● Understand signs of numbers in ordered pairs as indicating locations in
quadrants of the Cartesian coordinate plane..

● Draw polygons in the Cartesian coordinate plane.
1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.

Score
1.0

With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.
●



6.GM.A.1,2 Area of Polygons and Volume

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): February-March Days: 15 Go Math:

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.GM.A.1,2 Area of Polygons and Volume Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard

6.GM.A.1

Find the area of polygons by composing or
decomposing the shapes into rectangles
or triangles.

● The student will find the area of composite shapes by dividing shapes into
rectangles and triangles and applying the area formulas and adding the
solutions together.

● The student will decompose polygons into rectangles and triangles to determine
the area of the shape.

● The student will compose polygons using rectangles and triangles and
determine the area.

● The student will apply the techniques of finding the area of a polygon by
composing or decomposing the shapes into rectangles or triangles to solve
real-world problems.

6.GM.A.2.b

Find the volume of right rectangular
prisms. Apply V = l w h and V = Bh to find
the volume of right rectangular prisms.

● The student recognized that B is the base area.
● The student will recognize that the base is a rectangle.
● The student will find the volume by substituting values for l (length), w (width)

and h (height) and then multiplying the values in real-world and mathematical
problems.

Supporting
Standards

6.GM.A.2.a

Find the volume of right rectangular
prisms. Understand that the volume of a
right rectangular prism can be found by
filling the prism with multiple layers of the
base.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items



6.GM.A.1,2 Area of Polygons and Volume
Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard 6.GM.A.1

Limited to positive whole numbers.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Students may use calculators

Teaching Suggestions:
● Teach students to underline key words showing whether they are finding area or volume
● Teach students how to use the reference sheet as a tool
● Students must write the formula for volume or area
● Teach students provided measurements will be substituted into the formula
● Students should include appropriate unit of measure in their answers

6.GM.A.2.b
Limited to benchmark fractions and positive rational numbers.
Any unit conversions will be within the same measurement system.

Supporting
Standards 6.GM.A.2.a Limited to whole number dimensions.

Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
Polygon (rectangle,
triangle, square)

faces Prisms (rectangular,
triangular, cube)

composite shape Right angle

decompose base height length width

formula equations 2 dimensional shapes 3 dimensional shapes area

surface area volume vertices edges



6.GM.A.1,2 Area of Polygons and Volume

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go beyond what was taught. For
example, the student may:

● Construct and justify a solution to a multi - step real - world problems involving area of
polygons, the volume of right rectangular prisms, and the surface area of three -
dimensional objects with rectangular or triangular faces.

● Interpret the solution in the context of the problem.

This is a real - world problem involving the area of polygons.
Students must construct and justify a solution.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal (complex ideas and
processes).
The student will:

● Solve word problems involving the area of polygons, the volume of right rectangular
prisms, and surface area of three - dimensional objects with rectangular or triangular
faces.

● Apply V = l w h and V = Bh to find the volume of right rectangular prisms.

Waynesville is building a new pool in the shape
below. Find the area of the pool. You must show all
of your work.

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and processes.
The student will:

● Understand that the volume of a right rectangular prism can be found by filling the
prism with multiple layers of the base.

A right triangle has a height of 20 centimeters and a base of 4
centimeters. What is the area of the triangle?



6.GM.A.1,2 Area of Polygons and Volume

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0 content.

●



6.GM.A.4.B Find surface area.

Grade: 6 Subject: Math Month(s): March-April Days: 10 Go Math: Module 15

Standards
Report Card

Topic 6.GM.A.4.b Find surface area. Expectation Unwrapped

Priority
Standard 6.GM.A.4.b

Solve problems using nets. Use nets to find the surface area
of three-dimensional figures whose sides are made up of
rectangles and triangles.

● The student will use nets (as opposed to formulas) to find the surface area of
three-dimensional shapes whose faces are made up of rectangles and
triangles to solve real-world and mathematical problems.

Supporting
Standards 6.GM.A.4.a

Solve problems using nets. Represent three-dimensional
figures using nets made up of rectangles and triangles.

Listed on the item specification linked to the standard’s code

*Click on standard code above to see Item Specifications from DESE and Released Items

Instructional Ideas/Notes

Instructional Ideas/Prerequisite Knowledge

Priority
Standard

6.GM.A.4.b

Nets may or may not be provided.
Whole numbers only.

Assessment Directions:
● Pre Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Post Test Answer Key and Must Haves
● Must calculate the surface area from a net (If a net is not provided, students must draw anet)

Teaching Suggestions:
● Teach students to use nets when calculating surface area (If a net is not provided, students must draw one)
● Teach students to draw nets using graph paper

Supporting
Standards 6.GM.A.4.a Limited to right prism and pyramids with rectangular or triangular bases.



6.GM.A.4.B Find surface area.
Tasks/Learning Progression
Plans

Key Vocabulary
Polygon (rectangle,
triangle, square)

net Prisms (rectangular,
triangular, cube)

composite shape Right angle

decompose base height length width

formula equations 2 dimensional shapes 3 dimensional shapes area

surface area volume vertices edges faces

Common Assessments   Go to the Scope and Sequence
DFA’s to use to check along the way when your team is ready DFA 1 DFA 2
Your team can make your own DFA as well,  just keep in mind the different levels of the proficiency scale

Bell Ringers



6.GM.A.4.B Find surface area.

Proficiency Scale
A score of 3.0 correlates with grade-level proficiency on the priority standard.

Score Learning Goal Sample Tasks
Score
4.0

In addition to Score 3.0, in-depth inferences or applications that go
beyond what was taught. For example, the student may: Which rectangular prism has the greatest surface area? Which

rectangular prism has the greatest volume? The answers to both
questions depend on the dimensions of the prisms you are
comparing.

The surface area of a rectangular prism can be found by using the
formula below, where h is a prism’s height, l is its length, and w is
its width.
S.A. = 2hl x 2lw x 2wh

The volume of a rectangular prism can be found by using the
formula V = l x w x h

Suppose the sum of the height, length, and width of a
rectangular prism is 30 meters. The table shows three possible
sets of length, width, and height whose sum is 30 meters.
Complete the table. Then answer the questions that follow.

A. Based on the data in the table, what conclusion can you
draw about the shape of a rectangular prism that will yield
the greatest volume?



6.GM.A.4.B Find surface area.
B. How does the surface area of the figure with the greatest

volume compare to the surface areas of the other shapes?

C. Describe the shape of the rectangular-prism boxes that are
commonly used to package dry cereal and dry detergent.

3.5 In addition to 3.0 performance, in-depth inferences and applications with partial success.
Score
3.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the learning goal
(complex ideas and processes).
The student will:

● Solve problems using nets. Use nets to find the surface
area of three-dimensional figures whose sides are made
up of rectangles and triangles.

Hector is visiting the pyramids in Egypt. He wants to know the
surface area of the Pyramid of Giza. The approximate dimensions
are shown below, where all of the triangular faces have the same
dimensions. Use a net to find the approximate surface area of the
pyramid. You must show your work.

2.5 No major errors or gaps in 2.0 content and partial knowledge of 3.0 content.
Score
2.0

The student exhibits no major errors or gaps in the simpler details and
processes.
The student will:

● Solve problems using nets. Represent three-dimensional figures using nets
made up of rectangles and triangles.

1.5 Partial understanding of the 2.0 content with major errors or gaps in 3.0 content.
Score

1.0
With help, a partial understanding of the 2.0 content and some of the 3.0
content.


